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Creating Memorable Art Behind the Lens 
Local Photographer Emerging in the Oklahoma Art Scene 

 
 

Oklahoma City, OK, June 1, 2016 – Art in Oklahoma is experiencing a renaissance. Art Districts 
throughout the state of Oklahoma are growing and thriving. One local photographer is finding 

her voice in the booming scene. Rosa Anderson has been in the business for over 30 years. 

Anderson’s father David Moreno started their video and photography business, Memory 

Creations, back in the seventies. He was dedicated to filming and creating videos of the 

community dances at the Civic Center’s Hall of Mirrors. At the age of 16, Anderson began 

on her journey behind the lens photographing weddings and quinceañeras in the Hispanic 

community. In 2015, Anderson inherited the legacy created by her father. She discovered 

her love and passion for capturing the memories of her clients and sharing the beautiful art 

of photography.  

 

“The basic idea behind my work is that instead of merely capturing a realistic rendition of 

the subject. I am aiming to produce a more personal – typically more evocative or 

atmospheric – impression. I just want everyone to see all the beauty I see through the lens.” 

- Rosa Anderson 

 

Rosa displayed her art for the first time this past November in a group exhibiting at The 

Farmers Public Market. Upcoming art shows: DNA Tattoo Art Show 2016 on June 10th at 

DNA Galleries in the Plaza District; Featured pop-up shop at The Exchange on Film Row in 

June; Featured Artist for the month of July at the Prairie Arts Collective gallery in the Paseo 

Arts District. 

 

You can books your own sessions and find out more about Rosa Anderson’s future show on 

her website – RosaAnersonPhotography.com and follow her on Facebook.  
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Editors Notes: Photos of Rosa Anderson included below 
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